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Magnetic Moments of Odd-A Sb Isotopes to133Sb: Significant Evidence for Mesonic Exchange
Current Contributions and on Core Collective g Factors
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The magnetic moments of (double magic1 1 proton) nuclei having a “jack-knife”j  l 2 s
configuration form crucial tests for the theoretical treatment of mesonic exchange currents and core
polarization effects in finite nuclei. The reported precision measurement and analysis of the magnetic
moment of 133Sb (132Sn 1 oneg7y2 proton) m  3.00s1dmN provides the first such test in medium-
heavy nuclei. In addition, new data on theN dependence of the7y21 1232133Sb ground state moments
are presented. Analysis in terms of particle-core coupling indicates slightly negative collectiveg factors
of heavy Sn core nuclei. [S0031-9007(96)02227-2]

PACS numbers: 21.10.Ky, 21.60.–n, 23.20.En, 27.60.+ j
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The magnetic moment of133Sb (double magic132Sn 1

oneg7y2 proton) is one of the very few experimental dat
capable of sensitively testing mesonic exchange curr
(MEC) and core polarization (CP) effects in finite nucle
Measurement of this moment fills a critical gap betwee
data in light nucleiA # 41 and the only equivalent mo-
ment in heavy nuclei, of209Bi (double magic208Pb 1

oneh9y2 proton). The large discrepancy (11.28mN ) be-
tween the measured moment of133Sb and the Schmidt limit
is reported and analyzed in terms of MEC and CP corre
tions. Results are comparable to data for209Bi. This Let-
ter also reports new data and analysis on the variation
moments of the same basicg7y2 state as neutron numberN
falls belowN  82 in the sequence1332123Sb. Evidence
is given for a small negative core collectiveg factor close
to 132Sn.

New techniques have made possible the determinat
of nuclear ground state moments in regions far fro
stability. The method of nuclear magnetic resonan
on oriented nuclei (NMRyON) uses a combination of
low temperatures and high magnetic fields to achie
polarization of an ensemble of radioactive nuclei which,
these experiments, has been implanted into a pure iron f
The angular distribution of radiation from the ensemble
given by

W sud  1 1 f
LX

l2

BlUlAlQlPlscosud , (1)

where all symbols have their conventional meaning
the context of low temperature nuclear orientation [1
Anisotropy of the distribution is defined asfW sudCy
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W sudW g 2 1, where subscripts C and W denote norma
ized counting rates when the ensemble is cold (abo
15 mK) and warm (about 1 K), respectively. The hype
fine field sBhfd experienced by Sb nuclei in iron produce
appreciable nuclear polarization below 20 mK. The qua
tization axis is defined by magnetization of the iron foil i
an applied fieldBapplied of ,0.5 T.

The polarization can be destroyed by the application
a modulated rf field applied normal to the quantizatio
axis. As the rf frequency is varied, resonant absorpti
can be detected by reduction in the observed anisotro
The technique is described in Ref. [2]. A fit to the cente
frequencyn0 yields the magnetic moment of the oriente
state through the relation

n0 
jmj

Ih
fBhf 1 Bapplieds1 1 Kdg , (2)

wherem is the magnetic moment,I is the nuclear spin,
and K is the Knight shift. Taking the known Korringa
relaxation constant for125Sb in iron [3] and its relationship
to the Knight shift,K can be estimated to be2 3 1023

for Sb in iron; sufficiently small to be neglected. Th
hyperfine field for Sb in iron has been measured by K
et al. by spin-echo NMR [4]. We adopt the valueBhf 
123.387s10d T measured for the7y21 ground state of
123Sb, which has the same configuration as the isotop
studied here. Any hyperfine anomaly will be#0.1% and
can be neglected.

The experiments were performed at the on-line orien
tion facility recently set up at the OSIRIS mass separa
of the Uppsala University Neutron Research Laborato
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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at Studsvik, Sweden. The Sb activities were produced
thermal fission of neutron irradiated235U. The separated
activity was implanted at 40 keV into rolled, polished, an
annealed 99.99% pure Fe foils, soldered to the cold fing
of the dilution refrigerator, maintained at temperatures b
tween 11 and 15 mK. Temperatures were measured us
a 54MnNi nuclear orientation thermometer.

We present new results on the isotopes131,133Sb and im-
proved results on129Sb. For129SbfT1y2  4.4hg we have
fully on-line cold-implanted data and data from a sam
ple implanted at room temperature. Both showed cle
resonance signals withn0 lower than our previously re-
ported value [5]. The weighted average value for the m
ment isms129Sbd  2.79s2dmN . 131Sb fT1y2  23mg and
133Sb fT1y2  2.5mg can only be studied in fully on-line
experiments with cold implantation. Results are shown
Fig. 1 yielding moment valuesms131Sbd  2.89s1dmN and
ms133Sbd  3.00s1dmN .

Variations in linewidth, strength of resonance, and e
act frequency of individual resonances reflect differing im
plantation and rf conditions and will be discussed in a lat
paper. Figure 2 shows the new results and related7y21

Sb ground state moments [6]. The smooth increase
magnetic moment as the closed shell valueN  82 is ap-
proached, in a direction away from the Schmidt limit valu
of 1.717mN , is clearly established. The measured mome
value in133Sb exceeds the single-particle Schmidt limit b
1.283s24dmN . The origin of this large excess is twofold
core polarization and meson exchange currents. These
discussed in turn.

The ground state wave function, in addition to it
single particle component, will have smaller componen
of 2p-1h and3p-2h structure. To first order in the residua
interaction,V, contributions to the calculated moment aris

FIG. 1. NMRyON resonance data for129,131,133Sb.
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from these smaller components only when the particle-ho
states are coupled to the same angular momentum as
multipolarity l of the magnetic dipole operator, namely
l  1. The two possibilities at132Sn are protonsg21

9y2g7y2d
and neutronsh21

11y2h9y2d states. Their contribution to the
magnetic moment of133Sb to first and second order is given
by the expression

kakDmsldkal  2
X
a

Ta

La

ea

1 2
X
ab

Ta

sA 2 Bdab

ea

Lb

eb

,

(3)

where Greek letters represent the particle-hole coupl
states, viz.jal  jsh21

a padll of multipolarity l and the
following notation is introduced:

Ta  k0kmsldk sh21
a padll ,

La  2â21ksh21
a padljV j sa21adll ,

Aab  ksh21
a padljV j sh21

b pbdll , (4)
Bab  k0jV j sh21

a padl, sh21
b pbdll

 s2dha 2pa1lksp21
a hadljV j sh21

b pbdll ,

ea  eha
2 epa

,

where â  s2a 1 1d1y2. Here a represents the valence
g7y2 proton orbital and the energy denominatorsea are
estimated from known spin-orbit splittings of25.6 MeV
for the protong orbits and25.85 MeV for the neutron
h orbits. Full details of the calculation are given by
Towner [7]. The residual interactionV is taken as a
one-boson-exchange potential and, for finite nuclei,
multiplied by a short-range correlation function. Matrix

FIG. 2. Systematic variation ofmsSb g7y2d as a function of
neutron numberN . The broken lines show the results of
particle-core coupling calculations described in the text.
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elements are evaluated with harmonic oscillator radi
functions of characteristic frequency,̄hv  7.87 MeV.
The calculation, epitomized by Eq. (3), is extended to a
orders inV in the random phase approximation (RPA).

The results can be expressed in terms of an effecti
magnetic moment operator

m
sld
eff  gl,effl 1 gs,effs 1 gP,efffY2, sg , (5)

wheregl,eff  gl 1 dgl, etc. There is a new termfY2, sg,
absent from the free-nucleon operator, which is a spheric
harmonic of rank 2 coupled to the spin operator to form
spherical tensor of multipolarity 1. Results for the proto
in the g7y2 orbital in 133Sb are given in Table I denoted
CP(RPA). The published results for a proton in theh9y2

orbital in 209Bi are included for comparison. The very
similar correctionsdgl, dgs, anddgP for the Sn and Pb
regions should be noted. In total the RPA calculatio
gives a correction of10.48mN to the133Sb moment, only
about 40% of the required amount, the main contributio
arising from quenching of the sping factorgs.

While core polarization corrects the nuclear wave func
tion, by contrast, meson exchange currents correct t
magnetic moment operator. Modifications arise becau
nucleons in nuclei interact through the exchange of meso
which can be disturbed by an electromagnetic field. Sin
meson exchange requires at least two nucleons, the corr
tion leads to two-body magnetic-moment operators. In
(closed-shell-plus-one valence nucleon) nucleus, compu
tion of this correction requires evaluation of the two-bod
matrix elements between the valence nucleon and one
the core nucleons, summed over all nucleons in the co
The results can be expressed in terms of an equivalent o
body operator acting on the valence nucleon alone.

The details of the two-body MEC operators are de
scribed in [7]. For consistency, the same mesons, co
pling constants, masses, and short-range correlations
used in the construction of the MEC operators as are us
in the one-boson-exchange potentialV . The resultingg-
factor corrections for133Sb are given in Table I. Once
again, the similarity with results for the protonh9y2 or-
bital should be remarked. The total correction amounts
10.52mN , about 40% of the required amount, but here th
822
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main contribution is an enhancement of the proton orbi
g factor gl .

A further mesonic correction to be considered is that
which the meson prompts the nucleon to be raised to
excited state, theD-isobar resonance, which is then de
excited by the electromagnetic field—the so-called isob
current. In Table I we see that isobar currents contribu
a further 6% to the correction of the133Sb moment. Rela-
tivistic corrections to the one-body moment operator to o
der spyMd3, wherep is a typical nucleon momentum and
M its mass, also give a contribution to the magnetic m
ment. This has been estimated using harmonic oscilla
wave functions. Although this term is very sensitive t
the choice of wave function through involving a secon
derivative, it results in a small reduction of about 2%
the calculated moment (see Table I).

There are other second-order core-polarization corr
tions, CP(2nd), not contained in the RPA series that a
difficult to compute because there are no selection ru
to limit the number of intermediate states to be summe
Shimizu [8] has explored a closure approximation to es
mate these terms. A further correction to the same orde
meson-nucleon couplings is a core-polarization correct
to the two-body MEC operator, MEC-CP. Fortunately, a
Arima et al. [9] have pointed out, the latter terms largel
cancel the former. In Table I we quote the results of Arim
et al. [9] for the protonh9y2 state outside the208Pb core.
No calculations are available for a132Sn core. However,
we can obtain an estimate of the CP(2nd) and MEC-C
terms by using the calculatedg factorsdgl, dgs, anddgP

from the208Pb core and applying them at the132Sn core.
Based on the similarity of theseg factor corrections in the
CP(RPA) and MEC calculations this procedure seems r
sonable. Nevertheless, it is indeed fortunate that there
strong cancellation between CP(2nd) and MEC-CP su
that the net contribution from these terms to the magne
moment of133Sb is only of order 5%.

The final result of the calculation is in very satisfactor
agreement with experiment, with the orbitalg factor
enhanced togl  1.138 and the sping factorgs quenched
to 0.651g

sfreed
s .
TABLE I. Contributions to the effective magnetic-moment operator for ag proton in the Sn region and ah proton in the Pb re-
gion.

Protong7y2 Protonh9y2

dgl dgs dgP dm dgl dgs dgP dm

CP(RPA) 0.008 21.312 0.517 0.48 0.005 21.167 0.481 0.45
MEC 0.185 0.581 20.240 0.52 0.187 0.560 20.346 0.72
Isobars 20.004 20.399 0.513 0.08 20.003 20.452 0.484 0.12
Rel 20.023 20.144 20.038 20.03 20.024 20.152 20.041 20.05
CP(2nd)a 20.150 21.030 20.18 20.150 21.030 20.32
MEC-CPa 0.122 0.352 0.34 0.122 0.352 0.46
Sum 0.138 21.952 0.752 1.21 0.106 22.227 0.578 1.36
Expt. 1.28 1.49

aEstimate from Ref. [9].
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The variation ofg7y2 ground-state magnetic moments
in the odd-mass Sb nuclei moving away from133Sb can
shed light on the interplay between single-particle to co
lective contributions to the moment and give information
on the nature of the collective nuclear magnetism throug
the collectiveg factorgR. This picture assumes that the in-
trinsic single-particle parameters, e.g., the quenched sping
factor and the enhanced orbitalg factor, will change only
slowly over the limited interval123 , A , 133 for the Sb
nuclei. This assumption is based on results of our earli
calculations of odd-A Sb and In nuclei [10].

Magnetic dipole moments are mainly modified, up to
second order, by the admixture of (collective1 single-
particle) configurations. Using perturbation theory, a
analytic expression can be obtained for the moment wh
a j21 ≠ j0; jl component is admixed into aj jl single-
particle configuration [11]. Forj0  j we get

ms jd 

µ
1 2

3
js j 1 1d

a2

1 1 a2

∂
msps jd

1
3

2s j 1 1d
a2

1 1 a2
ms21

1 d , (6)

wherea is the collective admixture amplitude given by

a 

r
p

5
j2

k jkŶ2kjl
p

2j 1 1
(7)

in terms of the quadrupole-core coupling strengthj2
and ms21

1 d  2gRmN . Even though the single-particle
contribution decreases witha, it can often occur that
this effect is compensated by an increasing collectiv
part, resulting in a rather flat variation ofms jd with
neutron number moving away from closed shell (see, e.g
Fig. 6(b), Ref. [11]).

In the particle-core coupling calculations, normalizatio
of the calculation is achieved through accepting thegl

factor from the133Sb single particle plus mesonic calcu-
lation (as described above) and choosinggs to fit the mo-
ment of133Sb, neglecting thegP term. The change ings
is small. This value ofgs is then used throughout. The
quadrupole coupling strengthj2 is estimated fromBsE2d
rates in neighboring nuclei. Octupole effects are small.

The resulting magnetic moments contain contribution
from both single-particle and core terms, the size of th
latter being determined by the choice of the collectiveg
factorgR. The value ofgR from collective motion is often
taken to beZyA, however, the calculatedN dependence
found using this value is strongly at variance with the
measurements, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

Also shown are calculations takinggR  0 and20.2. It
is clear that the data support a negative value ofgR. This
result points along the same lines as work of Sambataro a
Dieperink [12], who approximated the21

1 state in even-
even Sn isotopes by a single neutrond-boson excitation.
More microscopically, their predicted negativeg factors
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of the very lightsN  52, 54d Sn nuclei can be related to
a dominant presence of asnd5y2d2 configuration and that of
heavy Sn nuclei to a significant contribution of asnh11y2d2

configuration.
In summary, a series of precise nuclear magnetic dipo

moments in heavy Sb isotopes up to and including133Sb
are reported. The magnetic moment of the pure [132Sn 1

oneg7y2 proton] configuration in133Sb (the first such
measurement between41Sc and209Bi) has been analyzed
to show that the core-polarization RPA series terms a
the lowest-order mesonic exchange currents provide t
bulk of the renormalization of the magnetic momen
Other terms are collectively less than 10% of the singl
particle Schmidt value and represent a measure of t
uncertainty in the theoretical calculation.

The variation of the magnetic moments of theg7y2

ground states of1232133Sb has been interpreted as evidenc
for core contributions with negative collectiveg factors
supporting microscopic calculation.
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